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Abstract. Messaging in this modern era is growing really fast because it's so easy to use. The more development of 
messaging, the easier it is for third parties to access the contents of the message.  Cryptography is needed to learn about how a 
message remains safe. This research is to develop the security of a message in encoding an image using a combination 
of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift. The encryption and decryption process of 3D Playfair Cipher using a pair of three letters 
(trigram) is followed by shifting the bits up, right, down, and left in the image which is done several iterations repeatedly. The 
encryption process produces a different cipherimage with a visually plainimage. The decryption process successfully 
returns the cipherimage to plainimage. Combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift using histogram analysis, NPCR, 
UACI, and correlation coefficient to see the difference in calculation value between plainimage and cipherimage, and the 
result of the average values are 455743,6698; 99,51275%; 31,92532%; and 0,054784798. The results showed that the 
combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift can be used to secure a message. 

INTRODUCTION

The development of increasingly sophisticated technology makes it easier for a person to send a message 
to another person, but this can also make third parties to access or sabotage the contents of the message, so a 
science called cryptography is needed to secure the message content. Cryptography is science for protecting 
or hiding messages from being discovered by third parties by changing the original message content into 
codes that are difficult to understand. There are several methods used in cryptography, including the 3D 
Playfair Cipher. 3D Playfair Cipher is a cryptographic method whose encryption and decryption process uses a key 
that will be written on four 4 × 4 tables that support 10 digit numbers (0-9), 26 letters (AZ), and 28 special 
characters which will then be used reference for the encryption and decryption process. 3D Playfair Cipher works in 
trigram form as an encryption and decryption process [1].

This research, it discusses the increased security of image encoding using a combination of 3D Playfair 
Cipher and Bit Shift, which encryption results are analyzed using histogram analysis, NPCR, UACI, and 
correlation coefficients.

Cryptography

Cryptography is a science in the field of computational mathematics that studies how a message or information 
remains safe and cannot be known by unauthorized parties. There are several aspects that must be fulfilled 
in information security, namely aspects of confidentiality, data integrity, authentication and non-
repudiation.. 
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Cryptography (cryptography) is the science and art of keeping messages to safe. Crypto means secret and graphy 
means writing . Cryptography can be interpreted as writing or secret messages. The secret message is called 
plaintext, while the encrypted message is called ciphertext. The process of encoding plaintext into ciphertext is 
called encryption and the process of reversing ciphertext into plaintext is called decryption [2].

3D Playfair Cipher

3D Playfair Cipher is a cryptographic method that uses four 4 × 4 tables to write a key as a reference for 
completing the encryption and decryption process.

TABLE 1. Keys at 3D Playfair Cipher
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2

0 1 2 3 G H I J

4 5 6 7 K L M N

8 9 A B O P Q R

C D E F S T U V

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

W X Y Z - . / :

! “ = $ ; < = >

% & ‘ ( ? @ [ \

) * + , ] ^ _ |

The encryption process in 3D Playfair Cipher is that the plaintext will be broken down into trigrams (pairs of 
three letters). The extra letters X and Z are used to fill the trigraph, X is added when there is one blank space left in 
the message, X and Z are added when there are two blank spaces. For example LOLLIPOP will be changed to 
{LOL}, {LIP}, {OPX}, and GOODGRACES to be {GOO}, {DGR}, {ACE), {SXZ). The encryption and 
decryption process uses a circular model, where the replacement of letters in a trigram will be replaced by messages 
related to the position of letters in trigrams in rows, columns, and levels in a circular manner [1].

TABLE 2. Encryption process in 3D Playfair Cipher
Trigram

Plaintext

Trigram Plaintext Trigram 

CiphertextChar-1 Char-2 Char-3

Char-1 Row Column Level Char-1

Char-2 Level Row Column Char-2

Char-3 Column Level Row Char-3

The decryption process is the same as the encryption process, namely with a circular model, but only differs in 
the order, namely rows, levels, columns in the trig [1].

TABLE 3. Decryption process on the 3D Playfair Cipher
Trigram 

Ciphertext

Trigram Ciphertext Trigram 

PlaintextChar-1 Char-2 Char-3

Char-1 Row Level Column Char-1

Char-2 Column Row Level Char-2

Char-3 Level Column Row Char-3

Base of Number

The number based on its basis consists of several kinds including decimal and binary numbers. A decimal 
number is a number that has a base of 10, namely 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Binary numbers are numbers that have 
bases of 2, namely 0 and 1. a number base can be converted to another base number, namely from decimal to binary 
and from binary to decimal [3].
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Binary numbers have several number operations, one of which is XOR. p and q are a proposition. The false 
statement is stated in bit 0 and the correct statement is stated in bit 1 as in TABLE 4.

TABLE 4. Binary XOR operations
P Q p q

1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 0 0

Bit Shift

The bit shift used is a 1-bit leftward shift. In the shift, there is a rule that is if the leftmost bit before being shifted 
is 1 then it will be XORed with 0001 1011 whereas if the leftmost bit is 0 before the shift occurs then there is no 
need to XOR with 0001 1011 and after the shift, the right end bit written as 0 [3].

Image

Image is an image on a two-dimensional plane. image can be computed in a computer program if the image is 
digitized first. Image has two types, namely grayscale image and RGB image (color image).

A grayscale image is a digital image that only has one channel value per pixel, meaning that the value of Red = 
Green = Blue. These values are used to indicate color intensity. The displayed image consists of gray color, varies in 
black as the weakest intensity and white as the strongest intensity [4].

The color of the image is an image whose pixel value represents a certain color. The number of colors that may 
be used depends on the pixel depth of the image in question. RGB images are represented in several channels which 
represent the constituent color components. The number of channels used depends on the color model used in the 
image [5].

ASCII

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Intercange) is an international standard in code letters and 
symbols that is universal. ASCII is used by computers and other communication tools to show text [5].

ASCII is a code used to represent letters, numbers and symbols. The number of ASCII number is 250 codes. 
ASCII 0-127 is the code for text manipulation, while ASCII 128-255 is the code for graphic manipulation.

Histogram Analysis

The histogram analysis technique was used to see the suitability of the color distribution between plainimage and 
cipherimage. If the cipherimage histogram has a variety of distributions and has a significant difference with the 
plainimage, it can be said that the cipherimage does not provide a clue to perform a statistical attack on the resulting 
cipherimage. The test was used to analyze the histogram uniformity of the encrypted image.

(1)

where is the observed frequency of the pixel value and is the expected frequency of a pixel i

value, so , where m is the image length and n is the image width . The smaller the result of , the 

uniformity level in the histogram is more evenly distributed and the results of the encryption are better (safe), while 
the greater the result of , the level of uniformity in the histogram will be more uneven and the results of the 
encryption are certainly not good (not safe) [6].

NPCR

NPCR (Number of Pixel Change Rate) is to guarantee that each pixel has a change in the color element.
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(2)

The value of d(i,j,k) is the number of pixel differences multiplied by the value 100% then divided by the width 
and height of the sample image. Channels in each type of image are different, including Greyscale which has 1 
channel, black and white has 2 channels, and RGB has 3 channels. Cipherimage can be said to be good (safe) if the 
value on the NPCR indicator is greater [6].

UACI

UACI (Unified Averaged Changed Intensity) is one of the parameters used to analyze changes in one pixel in 
plainimage which causes major changes in cipherimage.

(3)

Cipherimage can be said to be good (safe) if the value on the UACI indicator is greater [6].

Correlation Coefficient

The correlation coefficient is used to measure the relationship between two variables, namely plainimage and 
cipherimage. The algorithm used can be said to be safe if the cipherimage is completely different from the 
plainimage.

(4)

where and are the mean of x and y respectively obtained from equation (5).

and (5)

x and y are variables of plainimage and cipherimage.
Standard deviation (σ) is used to find out how close the distribution of data is to the average value. Here is 

equation (6) about the standard deviation for x and y, respectively.

and (6)

If the correlation coefficient is equal to one, then the plainimage and cipherimage are identical. If the coefficient 
is equal to zero, then plainimage is different from cipherimage and it can be said that encryption is good [7].

METHODOLOGY

The data used for testing in this study were 2 keys and 10 images. The research steps carried out are as follows:
1. Literature Study

Literature studies are carried out by studying references related to cryptography, 3D Playfair Cipher, Bit
Shift, Image, ASCII, and also studying security analysis including histogram analysis, NPCR, UACI, and
correlation coefficients.

2. Research Process
This research process is to perform encryption and decryption process on an image using a combination of
3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift. Encryption and decryption are processed using the 3D Playfair Cipher
first, then proceed using Bit Shift, namely shifting bits up, right, down, and left. The process is carried out in
a predetermined number of iterations.

3. Development Program and Simulation Program
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Making encryption and decryption programs using a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher on images using 
MATLAB R2015b software and simulated existing data in the program.

4. Results Safety Analysis
The safety analysis of the results was carried out by comparing the calculation results of the histogram
analysis, NPCR, UACI, and the correlation coefficient. So it can be analyzed the comparison of image
security before and after encryption using a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

The simulation is carried out by encrypting 10 images with 2 different keys.
1. The result of the encryption process uses a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift.

TABLE 5. Results of the encryption process

No Research Data Key
3D Playfair 

Cipher

3D Playfair 
Cipher and

Bit Shift

1 bitshift

2 playfaircipher

3 bitshift

4 playfaircipher

5 bitshift

6 playfaircipher

7 bitshift

8 playfaircipher

9 bitshift

10 playfaircipher
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2. The Results of the calculation use a Combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift.

TABLE 6. Calculation results

No
Research 

Data
Key

3D Playfair Cipher
3D Playfair Cipher and

Bit Shift

1 Image 1 bitshift 1633386,7446 86031,5347

2 Image 2 playfaircipher 14381372,3394 2116627,1637

3 Image 3 bitshift 1273781,7323 21256,7076

4 Image 4 playfaircipher 1589577,9628 157509,8118

5 Image 5 bitshift 3844672,6758 387086,1335

6 Image 6 playfaircipher 20465287,0386 2247977,5608

7 Image 7 bitshift 4349398,2781 25531,2186

8 Image 8 playfaircipher 8708443,8787 198766,9683

9 Image 9 bitshift 685550,3418 33977,9038

10 Image 10 playfaircipher 634298,5046 40134,1043

3. The NPCR results use a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift.

TABLE 7. NPCR results

No
Research 

Data
Key

3D Playfair 
Cipher

3D Playfair 
Cipher and 

Bit Shift

1 Image 1 bitshift 88,57% 99,58%

2 Image 2 playfaircipher 82,67% 99,22%

3 Image 3 bitshift 92,06% 99,60%

4 Image 4 playfaircipher 88,47% 99,48%

5 Image 5 bitshift 84,55% 99,47%

6 Image 6 playfaircipher 88,70% 99,24%

7 Image 7 bitshift 92,10% 99,61%

8 Image 8 playfaircipher 87,35% 99,59%

9 Image 9 bitshift 90,31% 99,60%

10 Image 10 playfaircipher 90,90% 99,60%

4. UACI results use a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift.

TABLE 8. UACI results

No
Research 

Data
Key

3D Playfair 
Cipher

3D Playfair 
Cipher and 

Bit Shift

1 Image 1 bitshift 10,35% 29,55%

2 Image 2 playfaircipher 7,60% 33,40%

3 Image 3 bitshift 10,10% 30,30%

4 Image 4 playfaircipher 9,13% 30,39%

5 Image 5 bitshift 6,54% 33,78%

6 Image 6 playfaircipher 17,66% 32,13%
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No
Research

Data
Key

3D Playfair 
Cipher

3D Playfair 
Cipher and 

Bit Shift

7 Image 7 bitshift 17,76% 30,11%

8 Image 8 playfaircipher 12,12% 33,89%

9 Image 9 bitshift 8,08% 31,25%

10 Image 10 playfaircipher 16,42% 34,41%

5. The results of the correlation coefficient use a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift.

TABLE 9. Correlation Coefficient Results

No
Research 

Data
Key

3D Playfair 
Cipher

3D Playfair 
Cipher and 

Bit Shift

1 Image 1 bitshift 0,6457 0,0527

2 Image 2 playfaircipher 0,8469 0,1854

3 Image 3 bitshift 0,6852 0,0004

4 Image 4 playfaircipher 0,6968 0,0783

5 Image 5 bitshift 0,9005 0,0973

6 Image 6 playfaircipher 0,4966 0,0924

7 Image 7 bitshift 0,2593 0,0067

8 Image 8 playfaircipher 0,6452 0,0375

9 Image 9 bitshift 0,8117 0,0072

10 Image 10 playfaircipher 0,5075 -0,0068

Discussion

The results showed that the image encryption process using a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift 
looks random (no pattern) so it is difficult to predict the original image. The image encryption process using a 
combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is also implemented through the MATLAB R2015b program based 
on the method proposed by the author.

The decryption process is the opposite of the encryption process. The results obtained from the decryption 
process using a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift can restore the cipherimage to a plainimage image. 
The image decryption process using a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is also implemented through 
the MATLAB R2015b program based on the method proposed by the author.

The results of the histogram analysis in this study show that the combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift 
produces a more evenly histogram with a smaller calculation than the histogram results using 3D Playfair Cipher 
which can be seen in Table 6. Meanly, the results of the encryption process using The combination of 3D Playfair 
Cipher and Bit Shift will be safer and stronger against attacks than using 3D Playfair Cipher.

The results of the NPCR calculation in this study show that the combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift 
produces a greater NPCR value than the results of the NPCR value using 3D Playfair Cipher which can be seen in 
Table 7. The results of UACI calculations in this study show that the combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit 
Shift produces The UACI value is greater than the UACI value using the 3D Playfair Cipher which can be seen in 
Table 8. While the results of the calculation of the correlation coefficient in the study show that the combination of 
the 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift produces a correlation coefficient value that is greater than the 3D Playfair 
Cipher which can be seen in Table 9. Based on the results that have been obtained, the greater the results of the 
calculation of the NPCR, UACI, and the correlation coefficient, the stronger the encrypted image is against the 
attack.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the research that has been done, the following conclusions are obtained:
1. The encryption process using a combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is successful because it is

clear that plainimage and cipherimage are very different visually. Likewise, the decryption process using a
combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift was successful because the cipherimage was back to its
original plainimage.

2. The results of the comparison of the security level of encrypted images using 3D Playfair Cipher with a
combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift based on histogram analysis, NPCR, UACI, and correlation
coefficients are as follows:
� Based on the results of histogram analysis, the level of security of encrypted images using a

combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is safer than 3D Playfair Cipher, this is because the 
calculation of the value combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is smaller than 3D Playfair 
Cipher and 3D combination histogram graph. Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift are more evenly distributed 
than 3D Playfair Cipher because no pixels dominate.

� Based on the NPCR results, the security level of encrypted images using a combination of 3D Playfair 
Cipher and Bit Shift is safer than 3D Playfair Cipher, this is because the NPCR value of the 
combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is greater than 3D Playfair Cipher.

� Based on the UACI results, the security level of encrypted images using a combination of 3D Playfair 
Cipher and Bit Shift is safer than 3D Playfair Cipher, this is because the UACI value of the combination 
of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is greater than 3D Playfair Cipher.

� Based on the correlation coefficient results, the security level of encrypted images using a combination 
of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is safer than 3D Playfair Cipher, this is because the UACI value of 
the combination of 3D Playfair Cipher and Bit Shift is greater than 3D Playfair Cipher.
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